Effect of different treatments on the preference of apple cubes dehydrated by a combined process.
The aim of this work was to determine the effect on consumer preference of dehydrated apple cubes caused by different modifications of a combined drying method. The combined process of convective-osmotic drying with pretreatment in solutions of CaCl(2) and citric acid was taken as the basic process, and was then modified to obtain six different treatments. The factors varied were the osmotic agent, the order of drying processes, and the addition of CaCl(2) to the osmotic solution. The drying kinetics of convective-osmotic treatment and the osmotic-convective process were studied. A sensory evaluation was conducted to determine the effect of these alterations in the drying process on the consumer preference for the product. The convective-osmotic treatment significantly reduced the time of processing. Water loss and solids gain were higher when fructose was used as the osmotic agent in the convective-osmotic process. According to the results of the preference test, only one of the modified processes showed significant preference compared with the basic process.